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Background

- Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) - blueprint to achieve a sustainable future for all
- Localisation of SDGs - Important factor in accelerating the objectives of SDGs
- Wide variation in implementation of SDGs at the city level
- Different needs and priorities of cities – Require different approaches to localising SDGs
- Cities grappling with formulation of plans and its implementation

Purpose

- Build capacity of network members on localizing SDGs in their planning
- Helping network members disseminate the knowledge among non-network members
- Standardize knowledge and planning, implementation and monitoring process through capacity building and knowledge sharing
SPECIFIC CONTRIBUTIONS TO CITYNET CLUSTERS

Events

- Webinars- Interactive approach on SDGs.
- Expand the webinars and seek to include additional topics for discussion and bring in more experts for dialogue.

Publications

- Publications and special issues featuring views from the wide set of cluster and non-cluster member consisting of series of position pieces from network members
SPECIFIC CONTRIBUTIONS TO CITYNET CLUSTERS

- **Partnerships**
  - Tie up with international and national partners such as UCLG ASPAC, ECOLISE, C40 and other city-based networks to work on other topics and issues.

- **Others**
  - Introduce more cities to the network
  - The organization will connect and facilitate an international e-forum on SDG collaboration between CITYNET members and non-members and will invite more city partners and experts to contribute to it.
  - Support the Cluster lead in implementation of activities and providing budget and resources to conduct activities successfully.